DE-CIX – the largest carrier & data center neutral interconnection ecosystem in the world
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internet & cloud exchanges
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North America (x5)
Chicago, Dallas, New York, Phoenix, Richmond

Asia Pacific (x9)
Brunei, Chennai, Delhi, Kuala Lumpur, Kolkata, Johor Bahru, Manila, Mumbai, Singapore

EMEA (x30)

www.de-cix.net
A new digital era

Digital everywhere, for everything & everyone
Latency is the new currency

Business
- e-manufacturing
- virtual desktop, video conferencing...

Private
- mobility, connected car
- live streaming, online gaming, e-learning, e-health...

9.11.2021 Digital Transformation Summit
New core mission of the interconnection industry

Bringing digital applications & content closer to people & business
DE-CIX strategy based on these new digital requirements

**Densification**
- of the interconnection infrastructure

More distributed, independent, resilient, secured and performant ecosystems

**Diversification**
- of the interconnection services (enterprises)

More workloads, more vertical specific applications - easier to use & operate
Future?
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- 20ms
- 13ms
- 0.5ms
Thank you

Ivo Ivanov – CEO DE-CIX Group AG

– We make interconnection easy. Anywhere.